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Ex-student receives
cash settlement
By Antoinette Tuscano
SliltfWriter

student evaluation must be
retained in thesL·pervisor'sfile..."
Bonner said that Gold lacked
the w ri tten d ocumentation
necessary for termination.
Gold would not comment.
A few days before she was
fired, Bonner ad mits, she
swore at the Chronicle's editorin-chief, La nce Cummings.
Later she argued with Cummings over a story she had
written fo r the Chronicle but
refused to tum in. Cummings
to ld he r she was fired and
called a security g u ard to
rem ove Bonner from th e
Chronicle office.
"Lance was allowed to curse
at me for three weeks, and stick
his fingers in my face," Bonner
said. "The one time I d"tt:uu
myself, I was wrong."
Cummings said it was a
"blatant lie" that he ever swore
at Bonner. "I'm glad Tanya got
the money, so everyone ends
up happy," Cummings said,
"Tanyagothermoney,and we
got a disruptive person off the
staff."
No Chronicle staff member
would corroborate Bonner's
claim that Cummings swore a t
her. But most of the Chronicle's
editorial staff said they heard
Bonner swear at Cummings.
Bonner claims that "racism
and sexism were the underlying theme" to the incident that
led to her firing. Before Bonner
had been made editor, she had
one year of experience as a

A former Columbia Chronicle
staff member who was fired for
insubordination received a
$1,100 settlement from the college in june.
Tanya
Bonner,
the
Chronicle's o n e-time news
editor, was fired b y thenChronicle faculty advisor Don
Gold on October 25, 1990. Bonner appealed the decision and
recei ved the settlement as a
r esolution for wa ges she
would have earned in one
semester at the Chronicle.
" If Tanya was given a settlemen t, that would be an
outrage," said Gold.
Dean of Students, Hennann
Conaway, citing Columbia's
policy protecting the privacy of
students, would not comment
on the specifics of the case.
Gold said that Bonner was
fired for insubordination. Bonner says the insubordination
was provoked because she was
the victim of racial discrimination at the Chronicle. She
received the settlement because proper termination
procedures were not followed
by Gold, she said.
According to the workaid/ work-study warning and
termination policies, "insubordination, theft, violence
and I or verbal abuse, may warrant immediate termination..."
The work-aid/work study
policy also states that in the case
of termination, "A copy of all See BONNER
written documentation and the Page2

By Nick Oza Staff PJwtographa

Hey! Excuse me, can you spare a smoke?

Panhandlers: Survival on the streets
by st udents. Denise Keaton, a junior in fine arts,
said, "If they look like they could get a job, I d on't
give them money."
One kind soul, Andrew Charon, a junior in
photography, actually carries change around in
his pockets to give to panhandlers. Trying to
get reaction from the panhandlers proved more
difficult. On State Street, a tall thin man with
yellow eyes ilnd m~ tted hair took the cigarette
offered and then whirled away when asked if he
would talk. Another man simply said, '1 don't
want nuthin' to do with it." and walked away.
Cigarettes are the currency of the street. Tony
a nd later, Dave 38, who is also homeless, accepted and decided to talk.
Tony said he doesn't sleep at shelters and
missions any more because he hates having to
live with so many other men. "You get tired of
smelling 50 guys' smelly feet, and you don' t get
any privacy," he said. Although he has witnessed ac ts of violence at shelters, he said it
wasn' t that bad and the shelters are usually safe.
Dave enjoyed a cheeseburger at the Harrison
Cafe, and aside from his dirty blue coat, he
looked like he just got off work.
Instead of the shelters, both Tony and Dave

By William Finley
Staff Writer

"Last night, I started thinking, 'How did I get
into this place?"' Tony said as he lowered his
eyes and struggled to find the answer. Then
finally, he looked up and blamed it all on his
family .
With a nylon stocking wrapped around his
head, two old sweaters, a jacket and a shoulder
bag containing all of his worldly possessions,
Tony, 31, talked about his life as a homeless
person over a cup of coffee at the Harrison Cafe.
Most students at Columbia have been
badgered by panhandlers for money or cigarettes. After all, we see them near the Harrison "L"
stop and on Wabash and Harrison, hanging out
in front of Channing Wok' s restaurant.
"Hey excuse me, can I get a smoke?" or "Can
I ge t a quarter to get something to eat?" are some
of the approaches mastered by the panhandlers,
whose only means of survival appears to be
begging.
Columbia students' opinions of panhandlers
were not exactly charitable. Broadcast journalism senior judith Coleman said flatly that she
never gives money and that "panhandlers are a
damn nuisance." Michael Thomas, a freshman
in sound, called the panhandlers "alkies" who SeePANHANDLER
only buy liquor with the quarters spared them Page 3

Recycling program may expand
school receives half of the current ma r ket value for
computer paper and 45percent
Columbia's recycling pro- of market va lue for high
gram could expand as early as quality colored paper. The rest
next year to include glass and goes to Recycling Services.
Last ) ul y, Recycling Services
a lu minum, said recycl ing ·
co ll ected o nly half of the
faculty advisor jerry Adams.
The school now p icks up monthly requirement of paper.
computer paper, white paper, The school was penalized 40
and colored paper from collec- percent and only made a little
tion points throughout the over $6 for the 3,000 pounds of
campus.
paper it collected.
Before the program can exTwo student work aids each
receive $4.50 per hour, fo r a pand, student coordinators
maxi mum of 21 hours pe r Rusty Osgood and Angela Williams, ensure that p aper is
week to handle the collection.
Col umbi a's contract with collected over the holiday and
Recycling Services Inc. re- semester breaks.
Students and teachers can
quires the school to produce
·three tons of paper per month, involve themselves in the recyto be paid its full share. The cling program by dropping off

By Mike Brown

Staff Writer

·
You can g et a job. See how on pa

3.

· · Opinion and Editorials ·

See RECYCLE
Page2

'

Crescenzo's got a brand new club ;
It can 't be beat, see page 9.
J

I

used paper in department offices on most floors of each
building, Osgood said.
Last year, the school was
paid $2,000 for its recycled
paper. The money went to the
school's ge neral fu nd. This
semester, th e s tudents are
being paid for their wo rk.
Nevertheless, Osgood hopes
that future monies from the
program will go towards a
scholarship for students interested in recycling.
" I've always been really into
recycling, and I'm glad to see
that we have it at school," he
said.
" I eat spaghetti two times a

Deli Express: Your Dining Destiny
Karen Sobus checks it out on page 5.
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z ar ker

Whether we're residents of convents or nude communities, a
common Beast resides within all of us-lust, a creature with an
insa ti able desire for beauty and pleasure. Don'tyou just love lust ?
The only problem with lust is it's such a sucker for a quick fix.
It consumes images of erotic beauty as if they were free candies at
a Christmas party. Do you like the hard or soft~ntered? Sweet
eroticism or the kinky stuff? lndeed, lust is delicious.
If you have lust and love in an intimate relationship-you've
got it made. If you just get a good, safe fuck- you' ve got a great
experience to remember. That's sex a t its best. At its worst, sex can
screw up a person forever, and get away with it under the guise of
the cultural norm. Homophobes, misogynists and pedophiles are
catered to via an array of magazines-and other things...
The problem is that sex somehow got tied up in power play.
One human will easily humiliate another in order to "get off." I'm
talking child molestation, spouse rape, slave markets...stuff like
that. Pornography, in its present manifestation, is a mutated version of an innately healthy Beast. !!'s grown twisted and deformed
from lack of intellectual, emotional and spiritual nubition.
The divisive arguments about pornography in the
heterosexual and homosexual "communities" involve morality
a nd social ramifications. Some see the cultivation of the rape
mentality via pornography as an obvious cruelty- while others
deny it exists or consider pornography a catharsis for potential
crimina ls. Yet desire is a commodity that bellows louder than
either side of the argument: you can buy happiness, just name
your price.
In pornography a lot of people get hurt-really fucked up.
This is an industry that capitalizes on exploitation and humiliation and thrives on it. Even if you really think that your object
of desire is flattered by your salivating, you should know that
behind every " well-paid" cosmetic-coated smile on the
magazine rack lurks the trench mouth of fantasy-spoiling probabilities: degradation, rape, murder. Nasty stuff.
Of course it's as absurd to say "No you can' t consume pornogra phy," as it is to say "No you can' t worship in that
religion / have that abortion / ge t that education /etc. etc." Ind eed, the "choice" should be everyo ne's.
But non-participants, through no choice of their own, are
hurt, exploited and humiliated by the porn industry, anyway.
The predator / p rey me ntality between men and wo men, and
perverts and innocents is played out every goddam day m
virtu ally e very goddam venue o f Ame rican culture. (And
children ? Ah, but tender meat is best when it's naive, isn' t i: , ~
Now that is sickening.
•
It's ti me for women to deal wi th their own sexuality on the ir
own terms, for a change. It's time that CONSENT became a
respected phenomenon, and coercion- not just physical but
economic, too-became unacceptable.
Just imagine. Our enlightened sense of eroticism would allow
us to transcend ou r limitations in body and mind. We would leam
the symmetry of body and spirit and we would experience th<'
endless sexual energy that is indigenous to the human animal, '
rega rdless of gender. We would befreetoenjoy, without guilt, that
irrepressible sexuality that succumbs only to poor health and
situational necessity. W.e might even decide to like each other.
If you ieel absolutely decided about the issue of pornography- think again . There are shades of gradation that could
ra nge from "just a little naughty" persona l preference to a world
marketplace of wretchedness. Indeed, it is a sticky issue.
Yet it is obviou s that with the present cul tivation of pornography, our na tural healthy lust is d ying from misunderstanding.
When will we learn it's not wise to fuck with Mo the r Nature?

WRITERS!
FILMMAKERS!
To find out about

·
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BONNER
from page 1
stringer and one year as a staff
writer on th e paper. In fall
1990, she had expected to be
named execu ti ve editor, bu t instead was made ne ws editor.
Cummings pic ked out his
entire editorial staff, and he
dcfL•nds his choice of executive
editor. "I tried to fit the ability
to the position. The executive
editor trad itiona lly did the
typesetting. I sought out Mark
Farano because I knew he was
very talented with the compu ter. My prior experience with
Tanya was that her stories were
seldom, if ever, on deadline."
The position of executive
edi tor no longer exists, and the
Chronicle staff is a ppointed by
current faculty advisor James
Ylisela Jr.
Bonner felt that Cummings
did not want more than one
black person in an important
ed itorial position. She said that
Cummings justified appointing
Farano execu tive editor because
managing editor Mary Johnson
was black, Farano is white.
Cummings, now in gradute
school a t Georgetown University, said it is "absolutely silly"
that any racism existed on the
Chro nicle staff. "If tokenism
was pa rt of the program, then I
wou ld n eve r have in v ited
Tanya (on the editorial staff) in
the firs t place. The re is no
quo ta system. Tanya is self
deluded if she claims racism.
I'm sorry if Tanya can' t see that
the pro blem went much
deeper tha n. -the color of her
skin," he said.
Cu mmings a lso said that
Johnson was managing editor
no t beca use she was black, but
bccJ tse she is an "extremely
talcn:ed writer."

,'

f'fll.l \11:1 \

f·m.u:ta·:
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Happier times. Tanya Bonnar accepting a Flachattl award
from Journallam Chair Nat Lehrman In 1990.
While at the Chronicle,
Johnson was a part-time
reporter for the Chicago SunTimes, and was later given a
full-time position at the paper.
"They (the faculty) think
that all minorities are happy,"
Bonner said. "They're not.
They're (minorities) just afraid
to say they're not happy. A lot
of minority students work
their asses off, just to get the
worst internships, the worst
everything."
Bonner, who is now a writer
at (Operation) Push magazine,
said appealing the decision
was difficult. "You work hard
togetwhereyouare. You don' t
let people push you out, or
you'll lose out on the learning
experience."
Dr. Glen Graham, chair of
the President's Committee on
Minority Student Developm ent and College Ufe, helped
Bonne r with her appeal.
"Sometimes when you want

justice, you have to stand up
and take the heat," he said of
Bonner's actions.
After she was fired, Bonner
said she felt like an outcast in
the journalism department.
Bonner said she was told by
faculty members to give up her
appeal and just "let go" what
happened. Now she can not
use her former Columbia
teachers as references, she said.
'They 'never put me where I
am. They can' t stop my talent, or
stop me from writing. But it
hurt. I thought of Don Gold as
my friend. It hurt to have him
(Gold) not see you as a person."
"I always saw Tanya as a person," Gold said, "A strange
person."
Conaway estimated that 10
to 15 people annually have a
grievance that ends in a settlem e nt . C onaway said tha t
grievances should be resolved
at the lowest levels.
~-------------,

Osgood and Williams
w ee k , an d I think it
ridiculous that people will
jar after jar and waste all
!!:lass," he added.
Students should collect
wh ite p ap e r or high
co lored paper , but
velopes, and no paper
g lue. Those products
conta minants in the re<:vcn n1~ 1
he said.

llAISE $500 ... $ 1000 •.. $1500

FOOLPROOF
FUNDRAISING

production, fina ncing or
distribution opportunities,
or to get updates on
upcoming film & TV pro·
ductiorzs, fes tivals, contests
ca ll FILMBIZ1 "at

,/1/t{,;f/rt,

I ,,l 'I 't ,,,

For your lratern•ty. soror~ty . team or
other campus organ•zat1on
Absolutely no inveslmenl required!
Act NOW FOR THE CHANCE TO WIN A
CARIIIIAN CRUISE AND FABULOUS "Il lS!

1-900- 535-9595 Ext. 668
S2JXJ per m inu tC'
New message:

CALL 1-800-950-8472, ext. 50

every Munday at 5 p.m.

I

RESEARCH
rfORMATIN
Ulrgest Ubrary of Information in U.S.
19.278 TOPfCS - ALL SUBJECrS

,,:,iiJi~; ~&oo:35't82°2 2 :
Or rush $2 00 to Research lnform::ttiOn
~
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CONFIDENTIAL LOOP
MAILING ADDRESS
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Quit smoking.

THE MAIL CENTER OF CHICAGO, INC.
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There
is life after Columbia
Placement Office can help you get started
DANCE
The Chicago Repertory Dance Ensemble w ill be performing the weekends of Dec. 13-14 and 20-21. at the Dance
Center. All performances begin at 8 p .m .. and will feature
new modem dance works by Chicago choreographers.
Tickets areS 12. $8 for senior citizens. and $5 for Columbia
students.

SCIENCE/MATHEMATICS
Students Interested in viewing the Museum of Science &
Industry's presentation of Antarctica may sign up with
John Meyer.ln suite 500 of the Wabash building . The film
will be shown in the museum's Omnlmax theater on
Friday. Dec. 13 at 6 p.m. There is a $5 reservation fee that
w ill be refunded only if you attend.

Looking for employment?

TELEVISION

The job center bulletin board, (third floor, Wabash building) awaits.

By Leslie Cummings
514ft Writer

So you think you might actually be graduating this
semester, this spring or even
next year? Columbia may be
able to help you move from oolJege student to working stiff.
The placement center offers
the most help to graduating
students. Located on the thira
floor of the Wabash building,
the center and the academic
advising department work
together to help students meet
graduation requirements,
maintain their GPAs, set goals
and find internships as well as
jobs.
Placement coordinators are
available for every major. Students at all levels are
encouraged to come in and discuss
their
careers.
Coordinators can tell students
about the current job market
and help them use their special
skills. They also help students
brush up on their interviewing
techniques.
Students having trouble

writing resumes, cover letters
or follow-up letters, can get
suggestions on improving the
look of their materials. The
center also provides written
materials for students to keep
for future reference.
The resource center, located
in the placement center, has
many books to help students
. find jobs. These include business directories as well as
books and articles about different areas of employment.
The center also offers a listing of organizations related to
different majors. For a small
fee, students can join student
chapters of these organizations, s uch as American
Women in Radio and TV
(AWRT), and can attend seminars, workshops, receptions
and conferences. Membership
also entitles students to receive
newsletters and job listings.
"We like to make students
aware of professional organizations where they can ·
network properly, because
networking is a major part of
the game," said Grethia

Hightower, television and
radio/sound placement coordinator.
The center's job board lists
employment opportuniti~ by
major, in addition to a general
listing. The board is updated
every week.
Jobdeveloper Joan Bernstein
seeks internship positions by
calling different companies
which might be in need of a
Columbiastudent'stalent.Students should talk to Bernstein
as well as the internship coordinator in their major.
The placement center is currently working with the
alumni office to coordinate an
alumni day for 1V and radio I
sound students in the spring.
"We're hoping to bring back
professional alumni who have
made it," Hightower said
"They will speak on what it
took for them to make it and
the difficulties they encountered, as well as what they
did to climb the ladder of success and maintain their
positions."
The alumni day will consist

The TV Arts Society will hold two meetings this week. The
first Is tomorrow at noon. in room 1415 of the Michigan
building; the second will be Thursday, Dec. 12. at 5 p .m ..
In room 1509 of the Michigan building.
The society Is also co-sponsoring a Christmas Party at the
Congress Hotel at? p.m. on Friday. Dec. 20. Horsd'oevres.
games and a DJ all free of charge. The festivities will go
until around midnight (Hoi Ho! Hoi)

THEATER
Performance Week runs Tuesday. Wednesday and
Thursday this week. and again next week. from the 16th
through the 19th. Contact the department for times and
locations to attend and support Columbia 's actors of the
future.

of discussions, question and
answer time and a reception.
Job leads will be shared and
students will be encouraged to
make contacts.
Hightower urges students to
talk to coordinators and advisors because "if you don't
use the placement center, then
we can't help you. Come in,
give us a try- we all have great

PANHANDLER
frompagel
FOR SA!£, VIDEO CAMERA" EDITING
EQUIPMENT
!)Sony Video 8 Pro C =rd <T

2>Sony Video Editing Ccntrolltt
3)MlaoScript ·Color TiOer

;~~~~~;~~tl;~~~~

$1500.00 FOR PACKAGE, BUT WI Ll
CONSIDERSELUNG INDIVIDUALLY
Call }olul (815)338.4()97

FREE TRAVEL. CASH AND EXCELL~ ' NT
BUSINESSEXPERIENCEII()perungsovail·
able forindtviduaJs or student organizations

;~GJNCo~~~eKc~~~.r~:~~~!e:~~:~~

STARMANIA NATIONAL TALENT
SEARCH CONTEST AUDITIONS'
Voc;tlbts, Singing Groups, Dancers and
Female Models neoded. NO ENTRY FEE
Call (708) 823-8080 lor details.
ROOMS FOR RENT
Southwest side -2 blocks to Midway airport
3 bedroom house, furnished, utilities inc:ludl!J (except phone), washer, drier.
Possible basement darkro:>m.
Quiet, non-smokers, male or femllle.
5300 per month plus 1 month security
d,.onsit.
Ca·i~ \nytimc and leave message 284.8028

Prosrams J.aoo-327~13.
ADDRESSERS WANTED immediately:

No experience necessary. Process FHA
fJ~~f~ds. WORK AT HOME CaU

LOO KING FOR a Fraternity, Sorority, Student Orgenlziltion , or exce ptional
indiv1duals lhat would Uke to potent13.lly
make 51000 .00 or mo r e sponsoring

Q\,',\l.n'YSKI and UEACH trips on campus.
For h.:rthcr information Call Mark at Orion
Tou: .... Inc. t-800-6050.

FREE SPRING BREAK TRIPS to otudentS

.or 5tudent organizations promoting our

~;:"&::~·~~~;sMGood

Pay &. Fun.

SElZED CARS, trucks, boats, 4 wheelers,
motorhomes, by FBL IRS, DEA. Available
your area now. Call (805)682-7555 Ext C5!S85

FREE TRAVEL - Ai r courier& and

Cruiseships .. Students also needed
Christmas, Spring. and Summer for Amusement Park employment. Call (805) 682-7555
Ext. F-3324
REPOSSESSED " IRS FORECLOSED
HOMES available at below market va:ue.

fantastic savings! You repair. Also S&L
ballout properties. Call (805) 682·7555 Ext.
IU1S8
POSTAL}OIIS AVAILABLE! Many posi·
tlons. ~.. ben<llts, Call (805)) 682·7555.

Ext. P.J569

EARN 52000.00 + FREE SPRING BREAK
TRIPS North America's *1 Student Tour
Oper.~tor seclUng motivated students, organizations, fraternities and sororities as
.:ampus repres<.>ntativl'S promoting Cancun,
Uilham.b, Daytona and Panama City! Call

H!IOOJ n+lSSS!
BEST DAMN CAMPUS REP WANTED!!
North America's Best Damn Tour Co. Only
1-li-l.ife can offer you a free spring break t.rip
lor every 20 paid and a chance to win a
Yamaha Wavejammer. joi.n thousands of
other campus reps call now: 1~2~5604

prefer to stay the night at area flop houses. The
Ritz, at 12th Street and Wabash Avenue, and the
Roosevelt next door are favorite spots. These
establishments charge $9 and $15 respectively
and offer quiet and privacy.
"It's notthe Ramada or anything, butit is clean
and okay," Dave said. On days he cannot raise
the money, he will resort to a shelter, Dave
added.
But Tony said that when he has no money, he
rides the CTA all night rather than stay ir a
shelter.
According to Tony, the train conductors,
"know what time it is and don't bother you at
night."
Both men had previously held jobs: Dave
worked as a welder in Michigan and in Chicago,
but he admits that his violent temper and negative attitude have prevented him from keeping
a job for more than six months. At present, Od ve
has no plans to seek employment.
Tony said he has applied for seven jobs in the
past month including the George Diamond
Steak House, The Harrison Cafe and Sammy C s.
Getting a job as a homeless person is not easy.
Employers like to see clean-shaven, showered
and well-dressed applicants. And job seekers
must leave a phone number and an address.
Tony said he leaves his mother's phone number, yet so far, he has had no offers. If he gets a
call, Tony said he would "hit the Laundromat
and get ready real fast."
Tony listed his six previous employers, including Sears, Jewel, and a record store on the
West side. He said he is on the streets because of

personalities!"
Students are welcome to use
the services at any time, but
coordinators tell students to
visit their offices before they
graduate and realize they can't
find a job.
The coordinators also have
walk-in days for students with'
no time to make an appointment.

"family stress" that resulted from his father's
alcoholism and incestuous relationship with his
sister, who is a heroin addict.
Tony has been on the street since June. On this
day, he did not have the $9 for the Ritz and was
preparing to spend the night on the CTA. Dave,
who panhandles near Columbia and sometimes
at Chicago Avenue and State Street, said that $10
is average and that $20 is "a real good day."
Both men denied that they used drugs or
drank alcohol regularly. Most of their panhandled money, they said, goes to paying for a
flop house or food.
And the way the economy looks, Dave and
Tony will probably be joined in the months to
come by many others looking for a quarter or a
cigarette.

Journalism Students
Join the Chronicle staff this Spring.

You wD/GAIN:
• Experience covering a beatreporting and writing news and feature
stories.
*Three credit hours for taking the
newspaper workshop.
*A chance to get cllpsJ a necessity for
getting lnternsnlps ana Jobs.
*The opporturWty to learn desktao publish-

Ing and newspaper layout and deSign.

We are looking for J-students who have
completed News Reporting II and Copy Ed~ing I, but
no one w~h talent will be turned away.
Stop in Room 802-Wabash or call Faculty Mvisor. Jim
Ylisela or Art Golab, Edilor al 312-663-1000 X343

1'.\c.l .f '
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Columbia's blood
supply runs dry
By Jennifer Dervin
Staff Wriltr

T11e Blood Mobile was a very
lonely place on Nov. 20.
judy Bonarek and Don
Konowalik ,
the
two
phlebotomists on duty in the
United Blood Services mobile
unit, drained thcarmsof just 11
people.
It was a disappointing day
for the blood seekers.
Library e mployee Mary Little was the last person in line.
She wasn't able to donate
blood because of a low iron
level, but she got a heartshaped sticker with the words,
'1 Tried."
Journalism student Tova
Bode was a lso turned down.
Her blood pressure was too
low.
Many people are asked not
to donate blood for different
reasons. Some are:
Anyone w ho has had sex
with a bisexual o r
homosexual man since
1977;
Anyone
who
has
engaged in prostitution
since 1977
Anyone who has used intravenous needles for
non-prescription
or
street drugs;
Anyone who has tested

positive for Hl'v;
Anyone
wi th
hemophilia.
Phlebotomist
Don
Konowalik said the low turno ut could be attributed to the
fear of catching AIDS. The fear
is ungrounded, he said. "Anything we usc that comes in
con tact with blood is first
sterilized, then burned" at the
United Blood Services office at
1221 N. LaSalle, he said. "The
needles are disposable. They
are not re-used ."
While donors face no risk of
contracting HIV or o the r
serious disea ses, the recipient
of donated blood could be at
minimal risk. According to the
pamphlet released by United
Blood Services, 2 percent of the
known AIDS cases in th e
United States have resulted
from blood transfusions.
All the blood that is collected
is tested for the H!V virus. If
the donated blood is found to
have the H!V antibodies, the
unit is destroyed and the donor
is notified. Their names are
placed on a confidential list; if
they try to donate blood again,
those units will also be
destroyed.
United Blood Services has
three Hemobiles, which are
roving mobile homes with
complete labs. The group also

Art major Elana Spears, a junior, attempts a smile as she gives
blood, one of the few donors at this year's annual blood drive.

operates 14 mobile units, consisting of teams that set up labs
in rooms pro~ded by a school,
mall or hospttal. UBS servtces
20 states, and occasiOnally has
to transfer blood from one area
to Chicago hospitals when the
supplyrunslow.
Donated blood lastsabout42
days. Supplies of types 0 and

B are currently low, Bonarek
said. Hospitals are traditionally low on blood before the
holiday season, and many services try to fill the gap.
Those interested in donating
blood can call United Blood
Services at (312)751-1701 or
stop by 1221 N. LaSalle.

Research
saves lives.
ftAmerican Heart
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Students

Journalism, Writing, Design, Management,
Marketing and other interested students

NETWORK

Columbia College and the Times Mirror Companies
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CAREER OPPORTUNITIES IN
PUBLISHING
December 18, 1991, at 10 a.m .
Ferguson Theater

PANEL DISCUSSION
FEATURING PROFESSIONALS FROM:

Come hear and meet industry leaders:

Monial Haslip, Black Entertainment Television
Ric Coken, Zenith/ dB
AI Greer, Dusty Radio 1390
Cheryl Mort.,., WMAQ
Lora Whiserumt, WIFR 1V
Hank Netlberger, Chicago Recording Co.

EDITORIAL
DESIGN
PUBLICITY
ACQUISITIONS

Hear their success stories. They'll tell you what it takes to get started.
Get entry level tips; questions answered.

and more

1:00 'til 3:00 p.m.

A Career Fair will follow, where you can meet
one on one with the panelists

PANEL DISCUSSION

Wednesday, December 11, 1991

Ferguson Theater

Companies represented include:

Reception to follow immediately in the Follet Lounge

Newsday, Inc.; The Sporting News;
Richard D. Irwin; KTVI TV, and more

Sponsored by the Placement Office of Columbia College

for more information contact Jan Grekoff, ~1600, a tmsion 281

For more itr{ormatio11 contiiCt Grethia Hight- at 663-1600, atnuiolt 284

Holiday Job Networking Session

DECE\1BER9, 1991
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Gospel choir clears Annex
MUSIC REVIEW

By Alina G. Romanowski
Correspondent
On Monday, Nov. 25, the
Hokin Annex was in the midst
lf a gospel conce rt when a
debate errupted over the Islamic faith.
I was there to review
Columbia's Love Enlightenment Ministries Gospel
Choir's "The Power of Love"
concert. And what a concert. It
was scheduled to start at 4

p.m., but instead began at 5:15
without any explanation.
Sound strange? It was
during the break, Steven Epps,
representing something called
the Sons of Thunder, began
speaking about Islam and
Muslims. Opposing opinions
ran through tJ,e audience. The
concert became a debate over
religious correctness. Half of
the audience was enraged, and
walked out. Epps quickly
finished his remarks, lept off
the stage and headed after
th0se who left. A few choir
members chased after him.
Then the concert resumed.
I had never seen, nor heard,
the choir perform and looked
forward to attending the concert. So, I sat back and got

Jesse Stanford and The Love Enlighment Choir

excited right along with the
crowd, until the 37 choir members walked onto the stage,
clapped their hands. stomped
their feet, and sang "Let's
Praise Him," featuring Dee
Grizby.
Grizby would have saved
the number from disaster with
ner voice, but she was
drowned out by the boisterous
voices accompanying her. It
sounded as if the 30 or so other
singers were competing with
Grizby for loudness. The song
carried on way too long and
beca me obnoxious. The
females screached to hit notes
way out of their range and
failed to blend with the harmonious male voices. "Hear
Thee Oh Lord" was another
number in which loudness
took precedence over quality,
at least for most of the piece.
The group appeared to strive
for shouting voices and distorted
pitches-andthey
succeeded. To their credit, the
choir showed off their ability to
follow the leader through difficult syncopation and other
rhythmic techniques.
The choir then cleared the
stage for two members to perform the gospel rap
"Quasheem ." The song was
no t your everyday kind of
street rap. Besides the religious
message the rap sent, it also
blended one rapper, who did
the usual rhyt hm-accom-

Steven Epps
p&>ied speaking, with anoth~r
rapper who sang more melodi::ally. The back-up musicians
overpowered the voices, and
made it difficult to hear.
After "Quasheem," Epps
took to the stage. The choir
cleared and the audience listened to what he hlld . to say
1bout love between the Black
Man and himself, Black Man
and Society and the Black Man
and Black Woman. The crowd

Photos by Omar Castillo /Photo Editor

liked the encouraging things
Epps said, until he got to the
topic of Islam and Muslims.
That's when all hell broke
loose.
The master of ceremonies
was able to recover attention
back to the stage and introduced the next number,
"Amazing Grace."
The song again featured
see GOSPEL
page 11

Deli Express: Every student's dining destiny
By Karen So bus
SIQ[f Writer

It was my first time. I didn't
want to do it , but my grade
depended on it. l guess it was
my duty since I was one of the
last seniors who .had never
eaten at Deli E'xpress.
&:ing a suburbanite, I only
eat m resta urants that look
good on the insid e and out.
Deli Express doesn't fit this
category.
Except for some dirty tables
smeared with cigarette ashes,
Deli Express was surprisingly
clean, but the bright, spacious
dining area desperately
needed more tables. Everyone
eating there was crammed in
close to the walls, and could
have been more comfortable if
the vast space in the center of
the restaurant was filled with

clean tables.
An even mixture of students
and workerswereeatingatthis
convenient spot located across
the street from Columbia's
Wabash building.
Lunch time is the busiest
time of the day. The menu offers a wide variety of hot and
cold sandwiches, with or
without cheese or mushrooms
and sweet peppers. Plain
sa nd wiches are generally
$2.90; with cheddar or swiss
cheese,$3.30;withmushrooms
and sweet peppers, $3.70.
The Italian beef is delicious,
according to Eric Mixon, alumni
relations assistant at Columbia.
This sandwich is tasty, juicy and
big, he added. The beef is piled
high on Italian bread.
"It's the best beef sandwich
I've had in a long time," Mixon
said.

Deli Expreu chefs stir things up during the lunch hour

Deli Express also offers fish
sandwiches, cheeseburgers,
polish sa u sages, hot dogs,
chicken sandwiches and tacos.
These sandwiches range from
$1.20 to $3.25.
At Deli Express, all the
sandwiches come with French
fries. The fries are slender and
cheap. These tasteless, rubbery
sticks are soggy and saturated
with grease when you bite into
them. According to Len Deptula, a senior majoring in
music, "the fries stink."
Other sandwiches in this
price range include: Italian
beef, barbecue beef, corned
beef, roast beef, pastrami, barbecue pastrami, salami, ham,
turkey and gyros.
I had a turkey sandwich. Big
mistake. Like all the
sandwiches, it was offered on a
variety of breads: white,
wheat, rye, kaiser or an onion
roll . It was served on stale
wheat bread, and was supposed to be hot. It wasn't even
room temperature, but I
figured havmg it warmed up
wouldn't make it good enough
for me to enjoy anyway.
Sandwiches come with a
choice of lettuce, tomato, mustard or mayonnaise. Although
plenty of turkey is piled on this
sandwich, it looks a nd tastes
like it h as been in the
refrigerator too long. The cheddar cheese looks like processed
cheese spread and has no taste.
Overall, it is a bland sandwich
drowning in mayonnaise.
According to Deptula, who

eats at Deli Express twice a
week, the cheeseburgers are
o.k. for the money, $1.45, and
the pizza puffs, $1.25, are very
good.

A lot of slightly greasy meat
is packed into the gyros, acseeDEU
Pagell
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Calling all poets to put it in print
f'

m<~galln~·

~

By Karen So bus
~ )lkr{ "•'ltrt
~
l

f'eo plt: who havf.' a knack fo r
turn1ng wo rd 5 Int o d eep.
•·.m1ngful pools of thou ght,
,,. " nt·w ou tlet fo r theor
·,}IJ V I I y .

I Ill'

Columboa

m.1g.11uH:

P~ try Rn~~nv

acccpton g poetry
" 1 hm1 ~ "u n s fr o m Columb1a
' t udl'n t ~. J ~ well as 1ncludong
wel l-know n poets, accord1ng
t11 I'Ju l I louver, dorccto r o f the
pol'lry concentration program
111 the l:n~Jos h d epartment and
thl' m.lgJ Zine's fac ulty advisor.
So f<>r, C"ro lyn Kno x, who is
p ub lo ~ hcd in major lite rary
m.>g.>llncs and writes poetry
boob , has l>o.:e n
acceptcJ .
Knoxsu miiH•d ,l previOU >•.r
unpubJ.,:,coJ work .
Co lu1nbiJ students' poems
occupy three -fo urth s o f th e
m.Jg,l/Jne, ~1id Hoo ver, who
a J,o l'llo b " Ne w Ame r ican
Wrot1ng," one o f the leading
lot e r.tr y m.1g .1 z ines in the
IS

CO lli\ try.

In the pas t, Allen G insberg, a
fan>o ll > poet, known fo r his
po..-m, "I lu wl," has be-en pubJ"twd 111 the• Review .
S ..·n ·r" I
C o lumbia
h r,Jdu,JtL'S,

w h o~

pot•ms were

publ1 hc•d in the Review, an.'
n o w , u cccss fu l poets a nd
writvr,, I lou ver S<~id .
l.yd1,1 Tu mkiw , .1 former
l'd' h ,, ,l lh.J wrl tl'r fu r the podr)

predecesso r. the
poetry >C'<tiOn tn tuurt ngg(T ,
no w to urs the L:ntted Sta tes
and f uro pe as a mcmbcr of
"Al,;(.'bra Sutnde," a poetry
and mu s1cal -based g ro u p .
Tom l.r •., r t·ads he r po et r)
wh1 1L- h(.'r hu s band [lo r
f! ede ke r pl ays e lec tr o n• c·
b a se d roc k mu s 1c 1n tht•
bdckgro und .
To mki w, 32, r ec et ved a
bdchclor of arts in Eng.hsh and
a m<~s te r' s in interdisci pli nary
arts educa tio n from Col umbra.
" Al geb ra Suicide" recently
sent a compact disc to Furor<'
t hr o u g h
Antl e r- S u bw a y
Rt-co rdtng Company. They arc
du e to release a C D in the U.S.
through th e Widel y Di stributed Rccord ing Company.
"The magazine inspi res s tu ·
d ent> to ge t their wo rk o ut
there," said Tomkiw. " It's an
tmpo rtant s howcas e fo r
s tud e nt 's wo rk ." To mkiw
added that the Columbia Poetry
R<"Viw is th e bes t co ll ege
poetry magazine she has seen.
" It 's an excellent publication," she said. "I have yet to
!><.' C another college magazine
with standard s so high."
O ther Columbia graduates
share Tomkiw' s impression o f
the magazine.
" It's a good magazine that
reminds me of Brooklyn Review
from Urooklyn College in ew
York, said Connie Dcanovich ,
3 I , who grad u ated fr o m
Co lumbia in t 983 with a

·,~' . DAUYSJTIER

w1th J<aspberry Koo/ Aid
and old hairspray
On Friday nights
They hang like ga rgoyle,;
I watch your children
on my every chann
dr~ss tlwn all irt black
dra w illustratiorts on their skin sip from the lipstick rim of
my gin glass
teach them The Slide
as we watch mid11ight movies
ami dirty verses /tea m ed
off the WilliSof p11bfic batftrOOmS a11d cat Spaghetti-0 's
stra:ght from the can
Wearing tltt•clothes
You drive me home
of your wife
smiling and waving like
her blouses and bullet bras
a shiner i11 your mini care
pumps with worn heels
I imagine
from the bottom of her closet
dinners and mooies
I entertain
long nights of cocktail parties
jump 0 11 your table
your hands crawling
gri111f II dirt)· boogie
along my spine
spmr word>which itch
coaxing my eyes
i11 my mouth a111i
to the back of my head
rctttk like sha11ty tOWliS
making my mouth water
while you slip
You r children love me
dollars into my hand
stroke my hair
sti.ff as starch
By Katltlun Markka

Columbia Poetry R.rvlew

N umbu -l

ba chelor of arts in Eng li sh.
" Phy sically, it looks better than
most."
De anovi c h wri tes poetry
and fiction for the small press
publication ma rket, includ ing
such p ublications as joe soap's

ca noe, New American Writing
and Under 35: Nw Generation of
American Poets .
"The Rev iew gives pr eviously unpublished students
a chance to sec their work in
print, and increase their confid er·cc," Dcanovich said.
Poe m s a rc s ubmitted by
several majors, Hoover said.
"It' s a good representation
of Columbia," said Maria Carlo td Ne l;o n , 22 , a se nior

concentratmgtn 5en.'('l1 wnting
and poetry. who was .an editor
o f the rn.1g azme l.lst )"Nr.
T 1vo to three ~dvanced
poet r y s tudents e dit the
""'S•IZllle e.1ch year. It helps
sha p e stu d e nts jud g m e nt ,
Hoover ad ded.
"You ICd m a lo t from readtn g o th e r peo pl e' s work , •
~el so n sa id . " It mdkes you
mo re critical of your own."
Hoo ver fi rst suggested the
1dea o f a poetry rn.1gazine to
Phil Klukoff, chairman of the
English d epartment.
" It has pro v e n to be a
wonderfu l
ve hicle
for
stud e nt s' p oe try," Klukoff
said. " It rcnccts the diversity of
poetic vo ire in the Colubia College commu nity."
The magazine wi ll be distributed to the college
bookstore
and
local
newsstands. Hoover is working wit h the distributor to
determi n e the number of
co pies that will be available.
Las t year, approximately 500
copies were distributed to the
college book store for $8 each.
Tho se wishing to s ubmit
poems to the Columbia Poetry
Review must send typed copies,
including their name and address, to Paul Hoover in the
Eng lish depart men t, o n the
seventh noo r of the Wabdsh
building. A se lf-ad dressed
stamped envelope should be
included for return of poems
no t accepted.

(as i notice mothers, children ,
buses, mw: southside memoirs)
"I've seerz you board the earth
with the walls of
yo.Jr womb,
RELENTLESSLYscrutini:ing each amiable gesture
as yo u cradle the soils that
you fertilized
anxiously:
Not knowing if that MAN
really... louing or just toying
with the sentimwts,
that
YOU gave him the rights/2
&

having them, them
sweet
jellybean-brown/sweet as the
cane tha t he go t a piea/2.

e~ fwm
CJ.wrrJ~m

~~
~~
.

American Nazis in their true light
By Rusty Osgood 1i~~ letting racists speak for them~ se lv es, 1n th n o o ut s tde
· ~ na rrati on, they easil y expose
Nazis. American Nazis. This
their hate and lack of in telis the focal point o f Blood In Tht
lig.?nce.
Face, J new documentary colBlood in tht Faa lets viewers
Iabo r.ltion by Anne Bohlen,
see racists make fools of themKe,·in Rafic rt y and james selves without anyone' s help.
Rid gew.ty.Biood lnTheFacehas
This is much m ore effective
do ne so mething that Ieft-1~;ng
than hearing people tell horror
pror-•s.tndJ and endless talk stories about how the KKK is
show hosts han? iail<.'d to d o : it
going to take over America
sho"·s American n.ltis in their
tomo rrow if we don't bomb
tru<' lisht. This film brings us
them now.
into th<' h omes of American
I didn' t figure these nazis
1'\az.i Party me mbers and inwould have good reasons for
vitc-s us to han.' a cup of hare
their behavior and the film
with them.
confirmed this. None of them
S/o,,J in the Fa ce is a
seemed to have any reasoning
documentary that is g ut sy b<'hind anything they did. At
enough to know that by simply some points, I felt I was watch-

c~nY'f""Jm:

'•'l!./

ing an absurdly nasty black
comedy, except the cast was
not in on the joke, they were the
brunt of it.
ln honesty, Blood in the Face
was a pathetic movie to watch.
It was sad to see people ded icate so m uch energy to hatred.
Many of these modern day

(l~(t)

lupa Into a IHpard fau• fu

Making a sec
By

Ginger Plesha

Staff Writtr

"Save my pink flares,• I
screamed as I woke from the
worst nightmare of my rather
you n g life. Ti red and bewildered, I attempted to piece
together all of the frightening
d eta ils o f a te rrible night's
d ream. I recalled walking
slowly through the Gap, glancing at the rows of identical
clo thing. Suddenly each row
sta rted to blend into one big
blur and racks of forgettable
clothing fell upon me.
Trapped beneath the racks,
• T"
•
my whole life passed before me.
Blackwoman... U STEN!
-~~ I was riding my tricycle as I had
caveat the disquietude in the - always remembered but this
time m y fav orite pink flares
cadence of my
"SOUTHERN" song,
were replaced by an entire Gap
Kids ensemble. I was no longer
an individwl - for I had beas i swallow the rivers
come a Gap clone kid. I longed
in your eyes and escape
the requiem
for just a glimpse of the pink
narc pants that had Olli;C made
with a smile. "
me the envy of the neighborhood children. At this point I
By Lisa f acue/ine
woke, never knowing my fate.
Gillard
Right then and there I knew
I had to do something to
cha nge my destiny. I co ncluded my dream was just a
su bconscious message telling
m e to break ou t of the dressing
d oldrums. My wardrobe was in
dire need of CPR, but where to
shop? Pink flares in mind, I
gathered a couple of friends and
set off on a vintag.? adventure.
Our first stop was the Value
~ Village 11\rift Store in the 2800
..:..Y:~ block of N o rth Halsted. Stores
like this can be found
anywhere in the city.
Initially they appear to be a
gigantic garage sale with an
interesting conglomeration of
people' s old clothing, shoes,
American nazis seemed like
furnit u re, appliances ... even
they were more united in
under wea r. Such stores amtain
frust ration with their own
so many items, it couJd take
shall o w live s than in their
hatred o f h omosex uals, fo ryears to find any one specific
eigners, African-Americans ,
thing.
etc.
In o ur visit we came across
Before seeing this film, I had
several pai rs o f fine leather
prepared myself for a horrorshoes for o nly $2.00, vinyl and
fest . of disg usting racist
faux fur coa ts were priced
actiVIty. But other than a lot of
around $3.00 and bras were
toned down racist slang and a
$1.50.
couple of d rooling Aryan minObviously the best thing
ISters, most of these " nazis''
about this thrift store was its
were no louder than a yapping
extremely low prices, but no
chihuahua. I d o not want to
one enjoyed d igging around
belittle the awful things lha t
for hours in piles of junk to find
American Nazi Party could something they really liked.
create, but mostofthesepeople
Departing Value Village my
JUS I need an interesting hobby crew and I took several steps
and a good vacation.
up to 2935 N .Oark, the home
~

BLACK WOMAN- USTENI

uuu Craig

1
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I'm 27, I still live at home,
and I sell office supplies
TIIEATER REVIEW

By Julie Moriki
Correspondent

nd 1upershdes at Flashy Trash. Ties galore

For nearly six months, Jim
Carrane has managed to accomplish
what
many
comedians only dream of doing.
With only a small, black,
at the next store, Just Vintage.
cu bed table and an old Archie
Bunker chair to aid him, Carrane is abl e to successfully
keep audiences amused
throughout his 45-minute oneman comedy show.
In the jaded but upbeat Annoyance Thea ter , Carrane
of Just Vintage. Clothing in this
small, cluttered store is used, reaps the laughs by poking fun
but you can hardly tell since at himself. Without hesitation,
everything is in mint condi- he fearlessly turns some of his
tion. Almost all of the apparel most painful experiences into
pers onal
is straightoutof the 1920s/ '30s hi lari o us
monologues.
and is still fashionable today.
Carrane is a 1987 graduate of
The only drawback to Just Columbia College. Though a
Vintage is that their clothing is
more for special occasions than marketing major, he took
several theatre courses here.
for practical use. Men's suit
His one-man show, "I'm 27, I
jackets range from $45 to $65,
Still
Uve at Home, and I Sell
ties are $28 and wing tips are
$45. Women's dresses, hats, Office Supplies," is a humorous,
and beaded handbags vary autobiographical piece.
A heavy set man, with an
widely in price but are of exam iable personality, Carrane
ceptional quality.
The '20s and ' 30s were great, comes across as your everyday
Joe.
but it was time for u s to neighborhood
Unlike most p erformers,
progress into the ' 60s and 70s who wait behind the stage
e r a and Beatniks, 3513 N .
before the show begins, he
Halsted. If you're looking for a
serious suit or dress, just march
your boots right out their door,
because Beatniks is full of fun
clothing. This funky little store
is for the individual with a flair
for fashion and a sense of
humor to match. The purple
suede
pants,
catsuits,
fur / leather vests and hot pants
that can be found here would
By Tariq M. Ali
make even ABBA jealous.
Correspondtnt
In addition to carrying eye
catching outfits, Beatniks is
In a world chock full of onealso reasonably priced: Leather
style bands, it is refreshing to
hear a student band that does
and vinyl jackets can range
not adhere to a single style of
from $30 to $60 while funky
vests sell for approximately
music.
The members of Late Sum$20. Platform s hoes go for as
mer Holiday proved they do
little as $28 and minis are $18.
not believe in musical limitaBurned out on '70s disco and
tion s in a November 21
flower power, we knew it was
performance at the Hokin
time for us to cross Halsted
Annex. They played what they
only to enter the creme de le
call "a new style of music" that
cr em e of vintage clothing
includes country, metal, funk,
stores, Flashy Trash (3524 N.
pop and dance music.
Halsted). After checking our
The ir opening song, What
attitudes a t th e door we
Goes on in Your Mind, was someproceeded into this whirlwind
what reminiscent of Faith No
of n e w and u sed clothes.
More's Epic.
Flashy Tr ash s ucceeds in
A few songs into the "gig,"
crossing the lines of time in an
the band strununed a seasonal
exci ting way. Stunning disnumber entitled Thanks for the
plays of colorful bras and
Bird, a timely tune for
flashy
hats demanded
Thanksgiving. The band memeveryone's attention and
bers switched places with each
showed off great merchandise.
other for this number and afterThe store carries everything
wards tossed a couple of strips
from plaid tuxedos to Beatie
of turkey m eat into the
boots to boas, all at a nice price
audience.
too. Leather coats are priced in
Next came Freaky, Kinky Marthe lower $100's, while men's
suits can run around $85. Dres- tian Man, SuzieMayanda bluesses tend to be around $35, and m etal version of Jingle-bells,
since Christmas was also near.
hats are approximately $30.
The band members are BuzIn a vain attempt to salvage
zard Van Gough-lead vocals,
our credit cards we left the conStu Picasso; guitar, Jay
fines of Flashy Trash, knowing
Pasquel; bass guitar and Tom
that individuality still exists in
Monet; drums.
this Gap basics world .

>nd-hand impression

Jim Carrane
works the ticket buoth so that
he can eagerly greet each person who s wings through the
theater doors. From the start,
he "likes to make people feel a
sense of casual, coziness inside
the theater."
The show is divided into
four interlocking parts that
take place in separate rooms in
his parent's Kenilworth home.
Carrane takes the audien ce
on an imagina ry tour of his
home by using highly visual
word pictures and artfully gesturing with his hands where
each piece of furniture belongs.

As he moves from the living
roo m to the kitchen to his
bedroom he carefully blends
an ente rta ining mix ture of
zany family stories with painful personal experiences.
What makes the show a success is h is drop dead honesty.
People laugh at him because
his stark naked truthfulness relates to their own experiences.
"A guy ca me up to me after
the show one night to tell me
he has a similar problem at his
see I'M 27
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The new sounds of Summer

Photoo by Ginger Plesha

1p) - k • on a black and orange cat suit at

How would you like to ~ your paws on this
IIIDm) models a black and red tuxedo jacket at

They formed the band earlier this year, after having
played with other bands in the
Joliet and south suburban
areas for the past four years.
Van Gough a.k.a. "Buzz" is a
Colu mbia student, majoring
in Computer Graphics. He
talks about playing with the
band in the simplest terms: "!
like it, or I wouldn' t be doing
it." Referring to the band's successful Hokin performance, he
said, "The gig went good, I feel
like I've been put through a
sausage grinder."
Monet didn't say much, except that he goes to Lewis
University and is majoring in
English.
"Colu mbia's got the best
babes in the world, but why am
I going home alone?" said Jay
Pasquel, revealing his "real"

motives for performing at
Columbia.
Mr. Picasso, better known as
"Stu," had but one conunent
about the whole affair: "It felt
like a hemorrhoid," he said.
Late Sununer Holiday is a
band that likes to experiment
with different ideas and is not
afraid of taking chances with
their material. This is why
audiences like their music and
why people who have heard
these guys put them in a niche
with The Groove Diggers.
"Everybody needs a late
summer holiday," said
Pasquel, summing up the
band's theme and titl e. If
anyone wants to check them
out and go on a Late Su nuner
Holiday, they s hou ld call
1(708) 481-3854 and leave a
message.

LATE SUMMER HOLIDAY
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Inside the 'God Squad'
By Antoinette Tuscano

flushed down the toilet. The journalist also visibly grimaces in the tape as she is being shown the
"Do you know that jesus Christ is the Lord God
fetus photo collection.
The journalist decides that to write a fair story,
our Savior?" the counselor asked. I had heard that
before, but that was in church. I never expected to
she sho uld see abortions being performed. She
be asked the question in the Loop Crisis Pregnancy
witnesses is a first trimester abortion. The patient's
Center, 104 S. Michigan Ave.
legs are hoisted up in the air in stirrups, dilated,
Last week, the Crisis Pregnancy Center bought
and the aspiration tube inserted. The blood seeps
six weeks of advertising in the Columbia Chronicle.
through the tube into a container, and splatters the
Maybe you've seen the ads.
patient's sheet. The aspiration stops momentarily
But I had already heard of the center. I knew
as the tube comes in contact with the fetus.
what they were. And I decided to check it out for
Now comes the grand finale of the videotapemyself. The Crisis Pregnancy Center offers free
the second trimester saline (a mixture of salt and
pregnancy tcsts,but are not to be confused with
water) abortion. A long needle full of the saline
clinics. There are no doctors, as the staff will tell
solution is injected into the patient's abdomen
you, and the counselors are not trained in any
(uteru s). The next image I saw was that of a small
but perfectly formed baby killed by the saline. The
college. The pro-life movement funds the center
and trains the counselors, who are instructed to
saline has "burned" away all the skin, so the baby
was smooth and blood red. The tape points out
talk pregnant women out of having abortions.
And while they are at it, they make sure these
that the baby's hands and feet are completely
poor sinning women have heard the good news
formed.
'
Dr. Bernard N. Nathanson, who once perthat jesus died for their sins.
formed abortion s, is now adamantly pro-life, but
The center is unmistakably pro-life. The waiting room has models of the various stages of fetal
he chastised the movement in his book,"Aborting
development. The pamphlets in the waiting room
America,"
are titled "Making an Informed Decision About
"Anti-abortionists seem to delight especially in
Religion," "'Safe Sex' Can Kill You " and, "Second
printing graphic descriptions of what abortion does
Virginit y - A
to (the fetus). UsualNew
Begin--- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - l y these tracts are
ning." On the
OPINION
as inaccurate as
walls are picthey are purple in
lures of fa milies,
prose.(Salting-out,
for example, does no t barbecue (the fetus' ) skin,
children and babies.
I knew I wasn't pregnant when I walked into the
or shrivel it like a prune.) In any event, who
clinic, and I'm glad I did not go there worried about
wants to read graphic accounts of amputation,
being pregnant. If I had tested positive, I think I either? Any surgical procedure so d escribed
playsupon thesqueamishnessof the lay public."
would have been sick after seeing the tape they
After the tape was over, my counselor came
showed me, which they said presented 'The Facts
on Abortion." The counselor thought I should see
back into the room . She asked me how I felt
thetapeafterltoldherl would consideranabora bout the vid eo tape. I wasn ' t sure. I felt
lion if I was pregnant. As I waited for the results of
repulsed, but a larmed. Ala rmed that a scared
my test, I watched the tape alone behind a closed
16-year-old girl somewhere might have seen this
door in a small room. I will neverforget it.The tape
tape. Now I know why there is box o f tissue in
tells the story of a woman identified as a "jourevery room.
nalist" writing a story on abortion. The vie wer
I had been in the center for an hour. My counselor showed me the pregnancy test indicator. A
goes along with the journalist as she interviews
with leaders and spokesmen of the pro-life movesmall blue line on the circle means negative. 1got
ment, people from the pro-choice side, such as
to keep the indicator, as a memento 1suppose.
abortion clinic workers. Then she talked to women
But before I could get out of there, my counselor
mentioned tha t I had indica ted no religious
who ha ve had abortions, and single mothers.
A husband-wife pro-life team showed bloody
prcfercna! on a form I had filled out.
and graphic pictures of fetal arms and legs, which
That's when she asked me if I know that jesus
they said were the results of an abortion, as well as
was my Sa vior. She told me tha t jesus died on the
pictures of the fetus in different developmental
cross to save me.
stages. They top it off with the infamous'bucket
She asked if she can call me and check up on me.
shot," a picture of babies fro m late-term abortions
I said no . She reminded me to go to a doctor if 1do
in a garbage can.
not get my period, even though the urine test is "97
. Actually, a ll doctors arc required to send any
pcra!nt accurate." She handed me a list of pro-life
tissue removed in an abortion (or any procedure)
doctors in my area. I thanked her. She said, "God
to a pathologist. It is not thrown in the garbage or
bless you."
Rap Is Valid Art Form
Steve Crescenzo's solutions
to the abortion a nd gun control
problems (Chronicle, Nov. 25)
were a t least crea tive and interesting.
But, how he could eq uate
those important social issues
with rap mu sic is beyond me.
Unfo rtunate ly, hi s co mm e nt s
s how
a
p oo r
understand in g of a p op ar t
form.

Pe rsonally, I can only ta ke
rap in small doses, but that
doesn't make it less va lid as a n
art form.
It's poetry with a bea t; it's
the crea ti ve expression of a
subculture that needs to express itself.
People lis te n, watc h the
videos, buy the disksand relate
to the message.
just because it doesn't fit
C resce n zo's d e finition of
music- for a ll I know he listens

to bubble gum metal--<:loesn' t
make it less of a musical form.
Straighten up, Steve. Open
your mind.
P.S.l'mdying to hear Steve's
solutions to homelessness,
drug s a nd the eco nomy,
without ·the pppbbbbbbttt
noises.

SusanBabyk
Administrative Assistant
f.xec. Vice President's Office

Condoms Not The Answer
When Magic john son anno unced his HIV infection
there wasn't a station on the
dial that wasn' t reporting the
story.
I feel sad for johnson, but
more disappointing to me was
that after the story broke it was
reported that condom sales
went up an estimated 50 percent. People in all walks of life
suddenly became so cautious
of HIV and AIDS.
It made me ill to see that a
famous, talented person had to
contract HIV before everyone
e lse--based on the increase in
condom sales- became more
aware and cautiou s of the disease. I only hope those who
bought the condoms will really
use them .
In regards to condo ms, I
remember a comedian once
saying " Men are to o busy
trying to make contraceptives
to prevent women from getting pregna nt. It's like wearing
a bull et - p roof ves t near a
loaded g un. To me it would
make more sense to take out
the bullets than wearing a bulle t-proo f vest."
Using that ana logy with
AIDS, I think it's time to stop
spending money on advertisements for safe sex and use it

instead towar-ds finding a cure
for the disease.
Encouraging people to wear
a condom, rather than promoting a cure for AIDS is similar to
just waiting for the problem to
just suddenly disappear so
everyone can go back to a
happy, jolly life--right!

GregPekny
Sophmore
Radio Broadcasting

Pen Pal Alert
To The Editors:
I' m writing to you from
death row in Florida.
Would you please extend an
open invitation to any students, staff or anyone who
wishes to write to me.
After seven years of being
locked down for 24 hours a day
in a six-by-nine foot cell, I can
use all the human contact I can
get.
Can you help?
Thank you.

Robert J. Long, H94041
Florida State Prison
P.O.Box747
Starke, FL 32091
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Education Yes, Abortion No
I am disappointed that "Students For A Better
World" has decided to take a political stand on
the abortion issue. I was under the impression

pointed in SFBW when they stand by this
degrading and dehumanizing procedure, justifying it-like a whole lot of other
people-saying it is a woman's right.
Shouldn' t we be encouraging women to have
their kids? Or helping each other raise them and
pay for them? What about supporting mid wives
and helping make childbirth free? If I could encourage one woman not to have an abortion, I
would do my best to help her any way I could.
That is a life in there and, contrary to what
Christina Pickles thinks in her pro-choice video,
a lot more than just a "mass of tissue" (Chronicle
pro-choicers, Nov. 18).
If she feels that way about another beating
heart, perhaps it wouldn't matter to her if someone decided to mangle her flesh.
We don't need abortion. What we need is
education, and support to raise our kids. This
can only happen, at best, on an individual and
personal level. In other words, we need to act
more like brothers and sisters to each other.

that SFBW worked to feed homeless people, inform students about thetragedyof war, work for
peace, encourage recycling, and so on.
I didn' t know, until recently, that SFBW actually
believe that abortion is a "woman's right to control
her body and destiny," because, as a woman who
works for a better world, it is my finn belief that
abortion is not our right. Not because men took it
away, but because God never gave us the right to
destroy our babies in the first place.
Personally, I have not chosen sides on this
issue. I am for all life. But I also think if a woman
really wants to have an abortion she should be
able to do so safely. The point I am trying to get
across is, what about the baby's choice? What do
you suppose that little beating heart wants to
do? My guess is it wants to keep beating. it wants
to grow, and it wants to be born.
Elizabeth Field
I don't think abortion should be looked at as
Fiction Writing, and mother
birth control when it really is murder. Destroying unborn babies is not going to control
overpopulation or make society better because
there's less mouths to feed. All it does is simply
Whistle Blowin' In The Wind
and perversely kill a child. And children, more
than anyone, give us hope. Hope for a better
There are heroes in the CTA that deserve our
society-a better world. That is why I'm disap- support. No, it's not Clark Burris or his moneygrubbing CTA officials-it is the small group of
individuals who care about the truth and the
riders of the CTA. They have been labeled whistle
blowers, and they deserve our support for telling
the truth and exposing the criminal activity.
I wish to personally thank the whistle blowers
By Caprice Walters
for caring and putting their careers and actually
their lives on the line for us.
Going up? I don't think so!
Don' t ever be afraid to blow the whistle on your
Never let it be said Columbia students have
no togetherness. Thanks to brilliant school job if it is hurting someone or if you think it will
financing, students are getting closer together cause someone financial difficulty.
Remember that Karen Silkwood was killed for
more than ever these days.
You say you never have time to mingle with exposing careless uses of plutonium in her comclassmates after school? Don' t worry. You say pany years ago, but the company closed down
you want to get a better feel for faculty mem- after it was exposed and she was proclaimed a
bers? Don't fret. You say you want excitement hero. Hollywood even made a movie about her
life.
and togetherness? You got it.
So, boycott CTA officials but support the
Try waitin~ for one of the elevators in the
Wabash buildmg. Unless you're very fortunate, "heroes."
the car you're waiting for is stuck on the second
Naomi Stewart
floor doing its impression of'open enrollment'Cartooning major
defect in action. But, enough of that subject.
The elevators, like open enrollment (sorry,
can't help myself), are not an open and shut
case. They rarely open, and when they shut you
Think Before You Knock Rap
have to be a magician, able to disappear in the
nick-of-time before the door compresses you
I express this Jetter not only to Steve Crescenzo,
like an old Buick.
but to others who share his views about rap
If you have completed the Harry Houdini music ("...it's awful." Chronicle, Nov. 25).
Has Steve ever taken the time to actually sit
course on how to escape elevator doors you are
allowed into the cubicle of togetherness. There down and listen to a rap album or single? Apyou may be fortunate enough to meet one of parently not, based on his column.
I admit there are some rap songs that aren't
your future professors by stepping on his or her
pleasing to some people's ears, but we can't
speak for everyone. So whatever song Steve listened to must have been too hardcore for him.
Rap is an underground form of music that
toes. What better way to get a fee!for the faculty
and make a lasting impression at the same time. makes the listener more aware of reality.
Rappers such as Public Enemy and Boogie
For those of you unable to get into Houdini's
class, you have probably already experienced Down Productions open our eyes and ears to the
Columbia's crash COW"9e in Football101. This is social and political environment, and teach us
where you try walking up the stairs, following 15 how to unite and deal with it.
On the other hand, rappers such as OJ Jazzy
frustrating minutes of waiting for anelevator, and
you get stiff-armed or trampled by angry Walter Jeff, The Fresh Prince and Kid 'n Play show a
funny, yet entertaining side of rap--a lighter,
Payton wanna-be's anxious to get to class.
softer form you might say.
It almost makes you wish you were a
Regardless of the form, though, the tunes are
television or radio major. At least the Michigan
excellent to dance to and relieve your frustrabuilding has better elevators.
Never let it be said, though, that Columbia tions.
As for the comment " ...rap, ahem, musicians,"
College is not building for the future. They are
it's no secret that all it takes is a pair of turntables,
building more recreational spots, including
a mixer, a microphone and a stripped down
pool halls, to give students an outlet for the sample track to rap. But it's more than just that.
frustration of spending the bulk of their
There are rap artists, like Digital Underground,
semester waiting to catch an elevator.
who write their own music, as well as play keyAnd why complain that Columbia is wasting boards, drums and turntables.
student money when through their inaction
Crescenzo must realize that rap is an art form,
they are elevating student/student and stu- and it takes a lot of work and dedication.
dent/faculty relations.
Can he face reality, or is he still Rollin' In His
So who do we thank for those graffiti-filled 5.0 listening to Ice Ice Baby in the phoney fantasy
moving sardine cans and the hundreds of NFL land of U Can't Touch This?
running back prospects in the Wabash building?
If rap music gives Crescenzo a headache that's
The same folks who control the other'open door'. a personal problem, and he should just tum the
But I' ll give them a break.
music off.
Forget closing the door on open enrollment.
But he s hould think about what he's saying
Work on keeping the elevator doors open long before making a public criticism of something he
enough for someone to walk in. Or maybe in- knows nothing about.
stead of another pool table, work on replacing
the small non-working elevators with larger
Robert Thompson
ones that work.

Elevator woes
open a new door
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I formed a brand new club the other day, and for the first time
in my life, I think I am truly happy. My new club is for guys only
-guys like me who are just now learning how to deal with our
sensitive side, and refusing to let evil, beastly women treat us like
doormats any longer.
DUM dum dum, DUM dum dum dum ... Don't mind me, I'm
just beating my drum. This is what I do now whenever I want to
get in touch with my sensitive side. My fellow club members and
I like to call it beating off, because by BEATING our drums, we are
able to cast OFF our macho attitudes and get a finn grip on
ourselves. I've found thatl'mnevermoresensitive then when I've
just finished beating off.
If you're not familiar with this practice, it corres from the Holy
One, the exalted poet Robert Bly, who started theMen'sMovement
that is going to stop, once and for all, the atrocious way men are
treated in today's society. A big attribute of the Men's Movement,
and of my new club for that matter, is that it helps guys deal with
the fact that our fathers weren't as sensitive with us as they should
have been...
DUMDUMdumdum,DUMDUMdumDUMdum... Sorry,just
mentioning my father like that makes me put up a phony, pseudomacho front, and I had to beat off to regain my true sense of self.
You see, when I was younger, my father and I would play ball a
lot, and whenever I dropped the ball, my Dad, brimming with male
vulgarity, would scream, "CATO-l the BALL you little SISSY,
what the Hell kind of MAN ARE you?!!" Then he would bounce
the ball off my head repeatedly until I went crying to Mommy. My
childhood was just one big scene out of the Great Santini.
Oooohhhh,..... the pain.. the pain.... DUM DUM DUM DUM
DUMDUMDUMDUM DUM... aaaaahhhh, nothing like beating
off to relieve the pain of childhood trauma.
Anyway, because of the way my father brainwashed me,
making me watch boxing when I wanted to watch Disney's
Gnderella - when I grew up, I refused to let my guard down. I
always felt I had to act like a MAN. The funny thing is, this need
to be a MAN was so deeply imbedded in me that I actually thought
I LIKED being a guy - watching sports, playing poker, ogling
chicks, and doing all the other crude things guys THINK they like
doing.
It was only after I watched an Oprah show that focused on the
Men's Movement and the teaching> of the Holy One that 1realized
that I was living a lie. (In my pre-enlightened days I would have
immediately turned Oprah off and called her a phony, obnoxious
pig, but now I realize what a wonderful, caring person she really
is.)

On the show, there were lots of "men" discussing a myriad of
problems they suffer from. I heard men who said they were sick
of having to act like men all the time, being macho and bringing
homethebaconandwhatnot. Myfirstthoughtwasthatthesemen
couldn't possibly act macho if their lives depended on it, but that
was before I saw the light
Other men kept saying, in between beat off sessions, that they
were sick of nobody ever paying any attention to THEIR feelings,
and that they had feelings just like any woman. My first thought
was that these pansies SHOULD have feelings like any woman.
because they practically WERE women - but again, that was
before I was converted.
Realization hit me like a ton of bricks, and I came hurtling out of
the closet, so to speak. I irnm!diately wanted to beat off right then
and there, but first I had to get a drum, learn some cool African
chants, and form a club.
It was tough. None of my friends wanted any part of my new
club. They are still under the impression that they are well-adjusted, secure human beings that don't need to beat off with other
guys to establish their place in the world. They seem to think they
can be happy the way they are, suppressing their feelings, ignoring their sensitivity, and letting women walk all over them.
In fact, my old friends, in their infinite male vulgarity, like to
teaseme-callingme the "Little Sissy Drununer Boy," and telling
me to quit polishing my drumstick. But I don't mind. Since I
started beating off, I have come to realize that it's okay to be a sissy
boy.
It didn't take me long to find a group of guys as warped and as
insecure as me, and now we have a ritual. Every Sunday, while
my former friends spend their day drinking beer and watching
football, smothering their true feelings, the Beat-Off Oub meets at
my apartment. We talk about what insensitive jerks our fathers
were, and how women just don't understand us at all. And then
we chant. And then we get in a circle and beat off. I've never been
more at peace with myself. Think I'll go beat off and get sensitive.
DUMB dumb dumb dumb, DUMB dumb dumb dumb....
aaaaahhhhhhh ....
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Attention All Students!*
Create a project for AIDS Awareness Week and

YOU CAN WIN $300!
To inform the school community about the deadliness of AIDS, .
Columbia College is sponsoring:

AIDS Awareness Week
Get involved by creating an AIDS Awareness project in one of
the following categories:
electronic media
performance
print media
visual
The top three entries in each category will win the following
cash awards:
$300
1st prize:
$200
2nd prize:
$100
3rd prize:
All students submitting projects will receive a certificate of
participation. Winning projects will be displayed in the Hokin
Student Center during AIDS Awareness Week.
Criteria:
All projects will be judged on the following:
accuracy
artistic impression
clarity of expression
content
originality
Submitters must include their name, major and phone number at the end or on the
back of the project. Winners will be notified by phone.

Deadline:

5:00 p.m., April 10, 1992
All entries must be submitted to the
Student Life Office (M607)

For additional information, call (312) 663- 1600 x459
·contest open to all students currently enrolled at Columbia College.
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house to the one I
rane said.
described on stage beAlthough he's been doing his show for a half
tween my mother and I,
a year, there are times that joking about his most
from page 5
(about m y mo ther not
hurtful experiences is difficult to do.
having any diet coke in the refrigerator)," Car" My biggest fear is that sometimes the
rane said. "Only his problem was over caffeine monologues are too painful," he said. 'There are
free versus regular coke."
some weeks when it's really hard to do the show
Carrane's director, Gary Ruderman, believes because it's so personal."
that honesty is a major reason the show works. it
The first three weeks of the show was the most
was his intentio n when they put . - - - - - - - -----, difficult period for Carrane. Not
!he show together to base all the
only was he frustrated that parts of
monologues on the truth.
the show just weren't flowing right
"By taking the truth a nd getting
but he had to force himself to d eal
real specific with it," Ruderman
with the emotional stories that he
said, "the most mundane things in
tells about his past.
life become uni versally funny."
'1 had to learn how to separate
While during most of the show
myself from the show once it was
Carrane jests about his slightly
over," he said.
kooky American family, he nonCarrane's dauntless ability to
chalantl y throws in some
showtheaudienceasideofhimself
devastating painful moments from
that many would hide has worked
his life.
to his advantage. The show has
He confesses his weight probslowly become an off-loop theater
lem before a roomful of strangers. '1 eat when
hit.
I'm really depressed," he said. "Actually, I eat
The show opened in May and in the past few
when I' m feeling any type of emotion."
months, he has made a guest appearance on the
The audience may not be able to identify with
"Jenny Jones Show," received positive reviews
him all the time but the laughs continue to come from the ChiCilgo Sun-Times and the Reader, and
anyway.
accepted a proposal by local filmmakers to have
'The more personal my material can be, the his show videot::ped to be sold throughout the
morepeoplecankindaempathizewithme," Carcity.
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DELI
from page 5
co~ing to Jeff Hams,

~ junior majoring in undeoded, who eats at Deli Express daily. He added
that the Italian sausage is spicy and big, a good
sandwich if you're really hungry.
Harris was the only person I talked to who liked
the fries, so if I were you, I would take his advice
and the fries with a grain of salt.
Combination beef and sausage sandwiches are
a":ailable for a slightly higher price: regular, $3.25;
With cheese, $3.5"5; with muShrooms and sweet
peppers, $3.95.
: A variety of fish is also available. Cat fish, ocean
perch, white fish, jack salmon, red snapper and lake
• smelts are all deep-fried and served with fries.
Prices range from $2.75 to $5.95. Shrimp and fried
, clams make up the seafood section of the menu,
from $1.80 for fried darns, to $7 for jumbo shrimp.
The clams, served on a bed of French fries, are
good, but could be more crunchy. More darns and
less fries would make this entree worth while.
Homemade dishes Include coleslaw, chicken
salad, tuna salad, macaroni salad, chili and soup,
from 75 cents to $2.25.
Before school or work, customers can energize
themselves with a Deli Express breakfast. Many
combinations of eggs, ham, bacon, chopped steak
and sausage, with hashbrowns and toast, are available fo r $2.50. Breakfast sandwiches with these
ingredients can also be ordered for $2. According
to Rodney Coe, who works at Abight Parking, the
sausage, egg and cheese sandwich is pretty good.
On the oriental side, Deli Express offers Chinese
and Thai food.
Chinese dishes range from $3 to $4 for small
portions, and $4.50 to $5.50 for larger portions.
Most dishes can be made with the customers choice
of shrimp, pork, beef, ham or chicken. The usual
Chinese dishes can be ordered: fried rice, egg foo
young, chop suey and sweet and sour dishes. Other
special items include: Chinese greens, pepper
steak, onion steak and shrimp with lobster or garlic
sauce.
Charles Bahr, a business instructor at East-West
University, said the pork fried rice is very good, but
is made with a little too much butter.
Bahr, a Deli Express Chinese food fan who eats
at the restaurant once a week, added that the chop
suey is also good.
The Thai selections offer a creative change for
those willing to take a chance. Thai food ranges
from $1.95 to $5.50. Many unusual combinations
are available. Kai Tom Kha for$.195, issourchicken
soup with coconut milk, lemon grass, lime leaf,
cabbage and lime juice. Paad Kraproa is ground
beef, pork or chicken sauteed with Krapoa (basil
leaves) in a special soy-type sauce.
Approximately 15 different choices of ice cream
are available. Cones and shakes (only made with
chocolate, vaniUa o r strawberry ice cream) range
from 75 cents to $1.25.
Overall, Deli Express is an average fast food
restaurant in the city. My taste testers all agreed that
the prices are better than average for a downtown
restaurant. But I would rather bring a bag lunch
than go there again .
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soloist Dee Grizby, who sang
with an overfrom page 5
flow of emotions
and intensity. The choir members
remained quiet and allowed Grizby
her moment of vocal praise, while the
audience heartily applauded.
However, soloist David Robinson
wasn't as fortunate. The choir quickly '
returned to their loud accompaniment
in "Teach Me Oh Lord." Robinson's
voice needed a lot more strength and
power for a successful performance.
While I listened to the final number I
wondered if a new group stepped on
stage while I wasn't looking. Written by ' - - - -- - - - - - - '
group leader Alvin Owens, it featured
soloist Jesse Stanford. Stanford sang "So Glad To Know You" with
such passion it sent chills through my body. This selection
brought out the enthusiasm of the choir and it got me, and the
crowd excited. People began to stand up and clap their hands.
Owens hit notes I didn' t think males could reach, and went right
on down to the notes I'd expect from a bass vocalist.
The final performance was a fantastic one. Too bad the concert didn't open with such a successful number.
The n ext day, the choir was off for five days in Atlanta,
Georgia, fo r the National Gospel Choir Convention.
Owen s, the group's founding member and leader, said, "Our
gospel choir is the only one that has made it he re (at Columbia). We have made it because of prayer ."

GOSPEL
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Right

~~intosh

Ri tnow.
Macintosh Classic®S)•stem.
Macintosh LC ~J•stem.
Macintosh !lsi ~vstem.
What's more. you may even quali~· for the
Now's the right time to buyan Apple·
Macintosh®computer system. Because right now new Apple Computer Loan, which makes bul'ing a
\1acintosh now even easier.
you can save bigon Apple's most popular comSo come in right now and check out the big
puters and qualifying printers. And "\acintosh is
the right computer to help you achieve your best, savings on Macintosh. But hum- these special
savings last only through january 5. 1992.
throughout college and bevond.

For further information, contact
JULIE LUX
Academic Computing Department
x398/Room 400D-Wabash Building
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A selective weekly guide to events of interest to events of interest to the Columbia
community
By Art Golab, Editor

Monday 9
It's truly a mank Monday this week. Once again Columbia becomes the
center of the Art world w ith not one, b ut two show s opening todaY.. ~tudent
prints will be on view 111 the 1Oth floor gallery 111 the Wabash Bu1ldmg. the
opening reception is today a t 12. Meanwhile, over on 11th StTeet, the
Columbia College Ga llery pre;,ents the mi xed media fi ber. ar t. of _fi ve
C hi cago a rtist~. ·n1e show, Mod ern Constructs: New Aestheltcs ~~ F1ber
Art, wi ll ru n through January 3 1. The gallery, at 72 E. 11th St. IS open
Monday throug h Fnday 10-4.
And that's no t a ll, folks: the League of Black Women presents a panel
di ~cu ssion on Male-Female Relationships. Watch o ut '

T:!esday 10
I . sides being the Kola nut man in TV commercials, Geoffrey_Holder, a
1 .. tive of Trinidad, is an actor-dancer-photographer-pamter. His personal
collection of African, Mexican, Haitian and 1\Jorth American folk art is on
c''splay at the Chicago C ultural Center, 78 E. Washington. You can meet
holder tonight at an opening reception at 6. It's free.

Wednesday 11
After seeing last night' s Holder show, you may be in the mood to see reggae
band X-Dub Factor at noon today in the Hokin Annex. This too, is free.

Thursday 12
You d c n' t have to go to the record store to hear the classic jazz compositions
of IPl\y Roll Morton, Duke Ellington, and Stan Kenton. Jus t stroll down
to th e
Getz Theater and listen to William Russo's Classic Jazz En"'""u•e. Performances are today at 12:30 and 8, Friday at 7:30 and Saturday
at 8. It'~ $3-10, for info call 663-9465.
It looks like Home Alone could become a seasonal Christmas movie ala It's
a Wonderful Life. Find out for {ourself if this flick can stand a repeated
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COMMUTER CROSSWORD
ACROSS

1 Tla4 Trimmed
9 Flower holder
13 Border In
heraldry
15 River to the
Rhone
16 Epithet of
Athena
17 Folklore
creatures

20 Acquiesced
21 Restive
22 Aquatic bird
23 Begone !
24 Strengthened
seam

27 Stain
29 Card game
33 Woman
counselor

36 Lamb
38- rule
(usually)
39 Mythological
creatures

42 Acquire
43 Sola r deity
44 " -of Wrath"

r 1991 Tr~oune Medta Servtces

45 Fr. seasons

47 Camelot

9 Gentlemen' s
gentlemen
10 Edison's
50 Ireland
middle name
52 Piedmont city
11 Notices
55 Home of St.
12 Facile
Francis
14 Tragedy by
58 Idle
Sophocles
62 Wraiths
18 Daughter of
64 Damage
Cadmus
65 Members of the 19 Alfonso's queen
hawk family
23 Auctioneer's
66 Not so much
call
67 Church deak
24 Slab
68 Tale
25 Heron's cousin
69 Consumed
26 Philippine
Island
DOWN
28 Flnnlah coin
1 Roman garment 30 Gr. letter
2 Cupid
31 Son of Jacob
3 Vestments
32 O.ml·4 Piebald
34 Mountain In
5 Balance sheet
Crete
ltema
35 Footnote
6 Peruse
lndlcatora
37 Seaport In Scot.
7 Sea eagle
8 Subtracting
40 Top grade
character
49 Uncommon

wt Wftk's SOLunON
~

•
-~
:N
~

..!ll.U

41 Conjugal
46 Earthquake:

Jnf.
46 Temper

51 Advocate: auff.
53 Impudent
54 Exclamation
of vexation

55 Turk. IItie
58 PlllowcaH
57 Service tnae
58 DIYialon word
58 Notion
eo Garment
111 Being: let.

113 Rtwerlaland

viewing, it's the Hokin Movie o the Week, today at 4.

this according to Lounge Ax, 2438 N. Lincoln. Music starts at 10 and it costs
eight bucks.

Friday 13

Saturday 14

The Ebon-Elite club's fashion show: Namna Moda takes over the Hokin
tonight. It' s free a t 6.

Forty years from now the Chicago Historical Society will do an exhibit on
how Columbia College students dress and live today. Now, however, the
museum is looking at college life of the 1890s, the '20s, the '40s and the'60s.
Students with vatiC! ID get m free, daily from 9:30 to 4:30, Sunday from noon
to 5. The Society is at 1600 N. Clark St.

" If the Ventures ever did a soundtrack for a James Bond movie directed br,
Sergio Leone they would so und like Shadowy Men on a Shadowy Planet, '

Julie Smith
to r The Chronicle

Face Valu e:

What are your views on recycling and improving the program?
Tim Summers

Eric Matthies
Senior

Keith Pokorki
Freshman
Film

It should have
an issue long
now. Not too many
people take this prob·
lem seriously.
Recycle more on the
land fill ~. They ,hould
take more than 20'/.
tha t's al read y tJkt·ro
the land fd l,

everyone
it, there is no
for us not to do it.
I would make
••a•cu••u'•"" more availmaybe even

